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This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as
we know it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible.
Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our
most important libraries around the world), and other notations in the work.This work is in the public domain in the United
States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as
no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work.As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this
work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this
work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We appreciate your
support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant.
Reproduction of the original: Incidents of Travel in Greece, Turkey, Russia, and Poland, Vol. I (of 2) by John Lloyd
Stephens
This is a reproduction of a book published before 1923. This book may have occasional imperfections such as missing or
blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. that were either part of the original artifact, or were introduced by the
scanning process. We believe this work is culturally important, and despite the imperfections, have elected to bring it
back into print as part of our continuing commitment to the preservation of printed works worldwide. We appreciate your
understanding of the imperfections in the preservation process, and hope you enjoy this valuable book.
Excerpt from Incidents of Travel in Greece, Turkey, Russia, and Poland, Vol. 2 of 2 Religion of Poland. - Sunday in
Warsaw. Baptized J ewe - Palaces o! The Polish Kings. - Sobieski. - Field of Vola. - Wreck of a Warrior. About the
Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at
www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-theart technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the
aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our
edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully; any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works.
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Volume 2 of two-volume set. Classic (1843) exploration of jungles of Yucatan, looking for evidences of Maya civilization.
Extensive accounts of 44 Maya sites as well as of Yucatan folkways, manners, dress, ceremonies, amusements — all of
which makes this a great travel book. Total in set: 127 engravings. 1 map.
Excerpt from Incidents of Travel in Central America, Chiapas, and Yucatan, Vol. 2 of 2 Before dark we reached Pueblo Nuevo, and
all went to the same posada. His companion was not so much of a sportsman, though he knew the qualities of a good bird, and
showed a familiarity in handling them. It was the first time I had fallen in with travellers for the night. I have avoided details in all
places where I was partaking of private hospitality, but this was like a ho tel at home, in the main point that all were expected to
pay. We had for supper poached eggs and beans, without plate, knife, fork, or spoon. My companions used their tortillas to take up
an egg, and also, by turn ing up the edges, to scoop out frigoles from the dish; withal, they were courteous and gentlemanly. We
had a species of chocolate, made of pounded cocoa and sweetened, and served in hickories, which, having bot toms like the butts
of large eggs, could not stand on the table. My companions twisted their pocket-handker chiefs, and winding them on the table in
circular folds, set the hickories inside the hollow, and one of them did the same with my handkerchief for me. After supper the
younger of the two dressed the birds in their robes de nuit, a cotton cloth wound tight around the body, compressing the wings,
and then, with a string fastened to the back of the cloth, so that the body was balanced. About the Publisher Forgotten Books
publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of
an important historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the
original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a
blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully;
any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works.
This is a reproduction of a book published before 1923. This book may have occasional imperfections such as missing or blurred
pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. that were either part of the original artifact, or were introduced by the scanning process.
We believe this work is culturally important, and despite the imperfections, have elected to bring it back into print as part of our
continuing commitment to the preservation of printed works worldwide. We appreciate your understanding of the imperfections in
the preservation process, and hope you enjoy this valuable book. ++++ The below data was compiled from various identification
fields in the bibliographic record of this title. This data is provided as an additional tool in helping to ensure edition identification:
++++ Incidents Of Travel In Central America, Chiapas, And Yucatan, Volume 2; Incidents Of Travel In Central America, Chiapas,
And Yucatan; John Lloyd Stephens 12 John Lloyd Stephens Harper & Brothers, 1855 Central America; Chiapas (Mexico); Mayas;
YucatAn (Mexico: State)
The American writer and diplomat John Lloyd Stephens (1805-52) was effectively the founder of Mesoamerican archaeology,
through his rediscovery of the Mayan civilization (his two-volume Incidents of Travel in Central America, Chiapas, and Yucatan is
also reissued in this series). But before that, having qualified and practised as a lawyer in New York, he went on a two-year
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journey through Egypt and the Near East, publishing an account of his experiences in 1837 (under the name of George Stephens):
this reissue is of the expanded 1838 edition. The work was extremely popular, possibly because, as he states in the preface,
Stephens writes 'without perplexing himself with any deep speculations upon the rise and fall of empires', nor does he give much
archaeological detail. Volume 2 sees Stephens heading towards Aqaba, whence he moves northward, visiting Petra, Gaza,
Hebron, Jerusalem and the Dead Sea before returning to the coast at Tyre and sailing back to Alexandria.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know
it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see
the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around
the world), and other notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other
nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a
copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor
pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and
made generally available to the public. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
Excerpt from Incidents of Travel in Yucatan, Vol. 1 of 2 Their facades covered with sculptured ornaments, al ready cracked and
yawning, must fall, and become mere shapeless mounds. It has been the fortune Of the author to step between them and the
entire destruction to which they are destined; and it is his hope to snatch from Oblivion these perishing, but still gigantic memorials
Of a mysterious people. The descriptions are accompanied by full illustra tions from Daguerreotype views and drawings taken on
the spot by Mr. Catherwood, and the engravings. About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare
and classic books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten
Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be
replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully; any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works.

Incidents of travel in Yucatan. 2 volsIncidents of Travel in Central America, Chiapas, and YucatanIncidents of Travel in
YucatanIll. by 120 Engr. ; In 2 VolIncidents of Travel in Yucatan, Vol 2Courier Corporation
Unlike some other reproductions of classic texts (1) We have not used OCR(Optical Character Recognition), as this leads
to bad quality books with introduced typos. (2) In books where there are images such as portraits, maps, sketches etc
We have endeavoured to keep the quality of these images, so they represent accurately the original artefact. Although
occasionally there may be certain imperfections with these old texts, we feel they deserve to be made available for future
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generations to enjoy.
John Lloyd Stephens was an American explorer, writer, and diplomat. Stephens was a pivotal figure in the rediscovery of
Maya civilization throughout Middle America and in the planning of the Panama railroad.
In 1839, John Lloyd Stephens was appointed by the president to be Special Ambassador to Central America. While his
political mission was doomed from the start due to an expansive civil war, his rediscovery of ancient civilizations would
captivate the world towards the previously overlooked Mayan culture.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as
we know it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible.
Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our
most important libraries around the world), and other notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the United
States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as
no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work.As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this
work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this
work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We appreciate your
support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant.
Reproduction of the original: Incidents of Travel in Yucatan, Vol. II. by John L. Stephens
This historic book may have numerous typos and missing text. Purchasers can usually download a free scanned copy of
the original book (without typos) from the publisher. Not indexed. Not illustrated. 1845 edition. Excerpt: ... FRIENDLY
SOLICITUDE. 235 we went outside to examine each other. It was, how ever, perhaps hardly worthwhile to retain a
recollection of features; for, unless by some such accident as that which brought us together, we never shall meet again.
We wrote our names in each other's pocketbook as a memorial of our meeting, and at the same moment started on our
opposite roads. CHAPTER XIII. Friendly Solicitude.--Raddom.--Symptoms of a Difficulty.--A Court of Inquisition. -Showing a proper Spirit. -- Troubles thickening. -- Approaching the Climax.--Woman's Influence.--The Finale.--Utility of
the Classics.--Another Latinist.--A Lucky Accident.--Arrival at Cracow. At about eight o'clock we stopped to feed, and at
the feeding-place met a German wagoner, who had lived in Hamburgh, and spoke English. He seemed much distressed
at my not understanding the language of the country. He was a stout, burly fellow, eating and drinking all the time, and
his great anxiety was lest I should starve on the road. He insisted upon my providing against such a fatality, and had a
couple of fow DEGREES roasted for me, and wrapped in a piece of coarse brown paper; and, at parting, backed by a
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group of friends, to whom he had told my story, he drank schnaps (at my expense) to my safe arrival at Cracow. At
eleven o'clock we reached Raddom. There was a large swinging gate at the barrier of the town, and the soldier opening it
demanded my passport to be vised by the police; he got into the caleche with me, and we drove into the town, stopped in
the public square, and went to the bureau together. He left me in an antechamber, and went within, promising, by his
manner, to expedite the business, and intimating an expectation of schnaps on his return. In a few minutes he retur
This historic book may have numerous typos and missing text. Purchasers can usually download a free scanned copy of
the original book (without typos) from the publisher. Not indexed. Not illustrated. 1837 edition. Excerpt: ... CHAPTER X.
The Tomb of Rachel.--First View of Jerusalem.--Falling among Thieves.--Potent Sway of the I ieha.--A Turkish
Dignitary.-- * A Missionary.--Easter in Jerusalem.--A Little Congregation. Giving a last took to the Valley of the
Shepherds, we were soon on the mountain's side; and very soon, all the interest with which I had regarded Bethlehem
was lost in the more absorbing feeling with which I looked forward to Jerusalem. My muleteer had gone on the night
before; my Arnaout knew nothing of the holy places on the road, and we took with us a Christian boy to point them out.
The first was the tomb of Rachel--a large building, with a whitened dome, and having within it a high oblong monument,
built of brick, and stuccoed over. I dismounted and walked round the tomb, inside and out, and again resumed my
journey. All that we know in regard to this tomb is, that Rachel died when journeying with Jacob from Sychem to Hebron,
and that Jacob buried her near Bethlehem; and whether it be her tomb or not, I could not but remark that, while youth and
beauty have faded away, and the queens of the East have died and been forgotten, and Zenobia and Cleopatra sleep in
unknown graves, year FIRST VIEW OF JERUSALEM. 195 after year thousands of pilgrims are thronging to the
supposed last resting-place of a poor Hebrew woman. The boy next conducted us to a stony field, by which, as he said,
the Virgin once passed and asked for beans; the owner of the field told her there were none; and, to punish him for his
falsehood and lack of charity, the beans were all changed into stones, and the country had remained barren ever since.
Paul had been twice to Bethlehem without seeing this field; and he immediately dismounted and joined the boy in
searching for the...
Excerpt from Incidents of Travel in Yucatan, Vol. 2 of 2 Entered, according to Act of Congress, in the year 1843, by
harper brothers, In the Clerk's Office of the Southern District of N ew-york. About the Publisher Forgotten Books
publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a
reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the
work, preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an
imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair
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the vast majority of imperfections successfully; any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of
such historical works.
Excerpt from Incidents of Travel in Central America, Chiapas, and Yucatan, Vol. 1 of 2 Purchasing a Bridle - A School
and rte Regulation - Conversation with an In dian. Spanish Translation of the Spy. - Chiquimula. - A Church in Ruins. -a
Veteran of the French Empire. - St. Stephanoa - A Land of Hauntaina An A air With a Muleteer. - A deserted Village - A
rude Assault - Arrest. About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books.
Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten Books uses
state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections
present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be
replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully; any imperfections that
remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works."
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as
we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the
United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the
body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and
made generally available to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work has been proofread and
republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface.
We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant.
Reproduction of the original: Incidents of Travel in Greece, Turkey, Russia, and Poland, 7th ed. Vol. 2 of 2 by John Lloyd
Stephens
Edgar Allan Poe called it perhaps the most interesting travel book ever published. Here, complete in one volume, is the
classic real-life adventureoriginally published across two volumes in 1841that mesmerized readers with its evocative
descriptions of journeys in Mesoamerica. With a wandering spirit mellowed by an analytic eye, American diplomat and
writer JOHN LLOYD STEPHENS (18051852) introduced Westerners to the mysteries of the Yucatan in this
contemporary bestseller, riveting armchair explorers with his lyrical account of visits to 44 Maya sites, including the thenunknown Chichen Itza and Uxmal. Complete with all the beautiful original illustrations by English artist and architect
FREDERICK CATHERWOOD (17991854), this is essential reading for those fascinated by Mesoamerican culture as well
as those under the thrall of an itch to see the world.
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